Green Germany! (LC21)

Prof. Stephen Della Lana and Prof. Robert Kohn

In this First Year Experience Learning Community, students will learn about Germany as a leader in green technology, ecology, and sustainable development. Students will analyze art, literature, philosophy, and texts covering scientific, political, and economic aspects of environmental issues. Students will learn how to evaluate arguments made in various media, find and critically evaluate sources, reflect on their own cultural assumptions and norms, and compare/contrast their perspectives with German ones. In German 101, students will work their way through beginning German, with an added emphasis on vocabulary about nature and sustainability as well as additional short nature poems in German and cultural readings in English on the state of sustainability initiatives and green politics in Germany. There will be specific German vocabulary organized around the units covered in the accompanying seminar.

GRMN 101-05: Elementary German
FYSE 118-03: Green Germany!
FYSS 101: Green Germany!

MWF 10am – 10:50am
TR 1:40pm – 2:55pm
T 8:05am – 8:55am

3 foreign language credits &
3 elective credits
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